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Abstract
Dust storm activity from the largest deserts on the earth, in particular from the North Africa regions,
is the principal source of dust in the atmosphere, capable of dust dispersion and transport over very
long distances. Dust clouds may contain high concentrations of microbiota, e.g. fungal spores, plant
pollen, algae, bacteria. Bioaerosols associated with dust events can spread pathogens over long
distances and can impact ecosystems equilibria, human health and yield of agricultural products.
For many microorganisms long-range and high-altitude transport in the free atmosphere can be very
stressful due to strong ultraviolet radiation, low humidity (inducing desiccation), too low or too high
temperatures, and complex atmospheric chemistry (e.g. presence of reactive radicals).
Only specially resistant organisms are able to survive, so microbiota population composition changes
during the long airborne transport to the final site of deposition.
In this work we summarize the principal characteristics of ChAMBRe (Chamber for Aerosol
Modelling and Bio-aerosol Research), an atmospheric chamber facility recently designed and
implemented at the Environmental Physics Laboratory of the Physics Department of the University of
Genoa, in cooperation with INFN (National Institute of Nuclear Physics) to investigate bioaerosol
evolution and transformation under different atmospheric conditions.
Here we present the experimental setup and some protocols established to analyze Gram-positive and
Gram-negative model bacteria, Bacillus Subtilis and Escherichia Coli respectively, focusing in
particular on the use of Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy techniques.
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1. Introduction
Airborne bacteria are a collection of microorganisms dispersed from different sources,
but the communities in air are quite different from the corresponding source environment
ones, possibly because of the different survival skills of each bacterial strain. In fact, during
the transport, bio-aerosol is subjected to different severe conditions, including scarcity of
nutrients and substrate, UV radiation, desiccation, pH and temperature shifts, presence of
oxygen species. In order to protect themselves, bacteria are able to use several strategies,
such as DNA-repair mechanisms, pigmentation, aggregation, metabolic adaptation and
dormancy.
Sahara gives the main contribution to this aerosol loading. The topsoil is mainly
composed of SiO2 and Al2O3 with appreciable amounts of Fe2O3, MgO and CaO. On the
microbial point of view, this silty material is laden with different and viable bacterial
communities, with a number of culturable prokaryotes variable from 107 to 109 units per
gram (Griffin, 2007; Meola et al., 2015; Middleton & Goudie 2001).
The correlation between the composition of the airborne bacterial communities and the
environmental factors is commonly studied through several in-field observations. These
techniques are able to provide a general trend of results, but the spatiotemporal variability
and the lack of standardization in air collection and sample-processing methods complicate
the comparison across studies (Smets et al., 2016).
While not totally artifact-free, Atmospheric Simulation Chambers (ASCs) consist in
alternative small to large-scale facilities, able to provide a controlled environment for a
time long enough to study the formation, the evolution and the interaction of atmospheric
components (Wang et al., 2016).
ChAMBRe (Chamber for Aerosol Modelling and Bioaerosol Research) has been
recently installed at the Physics Department of the University of Genoa, in cooperation with
INFN (National Institute of Nuclear Physics). It is a node of the European Network
EUROCHAMP2020 (see all the details at the link www.eurochamp.org), specifically
conceived to study the mechanisms of interaction between bio-aerosols and other particles
or chemical compounds usually present in the atmosphere.
The performance of the new chamber has been quantitatively assessed and suitable
protocols to handle the injection and extraction of bio-aerosols have been tested. This paper
focuses on the use of the Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (FESEM/EDS) as an excellent analytical technique for the study
of bio-aerosols before and after their permanence in ChAMBRe.
2. Experimental setup and procedures
A concise description of ChAMBRe (Fig. 1) is reported here, while an extensive
illustration of the chamber and its instrumentation can be found in an online recent
publication (Massabò et al., 2018). ChAMBRe has a total volume of 2.23 m3. The lower
dome has a central aperture with a pass through for the shaft of a fan which ensures the
mixing of the gas and aerosol species. A pumping system can evacuate the internal volume
to a vacuum level of about 5  102 mbar, allowing to renew in very short times the air mass
used in a particular experiment. A flange in the bottom part is connected to a smaller
horizontal cylinder which hosts a movable shelf designed to introduce inside the chamber
specific samples.
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Atmospheric pressure inside and outside the chamber, internal temperature and relative
humidity are continuously measured. Two type of UV lamps are present. The first one is
used to sterilize the chamber volume, the second allows to bring the ozone concentration
inside ChAMBRe from zero to about 300 ppb. The ozone and nitrogen oxides (NO/NO2)
concentrations are monitored by suitable analyzers.
The large number of free flanges in the main structure gives the possibility of
connecting to ChAMBRE several external instruments for aerosol sampling: multi-stage
cascade impactors, impingers, SMPSs (Scanning Mobility Particle Sizers), OPCs (Optical
Particle Counters) and others.
To produce aerosols consisting exclusively of bacteria, a key component, connected to
ChAMBRe with a stainless-steel tube, is the BLAM (Blaumstein Atomizer, single-jet
model, CH Technologies). The BLAM is specifically designed to provide, starting from a
bacterial cell suspension, bio-aerosols with enhanced viability of microorganisms for
aerobiology research. It is able to produce a very fine mist, with narrow size distribution,
whose properties can be regulated depending on specific needs.

Fig. 1. The ChAMBRe schematic layout

In two recent articles (Brotto et al., 2015; Massabò et al., 2018) protocols to inject,
analyze and extract bacteria were described and bacterial behavior in some atmospheric
conditions simulating real situations was examined.
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In this paper the possible use of a FESEM/EDS system present at the Department of
Chemistry and Industrial Chemistry of the University of Genoa (Zeiss Supra 40 VP,
provided with Gemini Column), in combination with the conventional biological techniques
for bacterial counting and analysis, was explored. The secondary electron in-lens detector
characteristic of this FESEM model enables inspection of thin organic particles deposited
on suitable ﬁlters which are not usually observable with other traditional SEM detectors.
This technique seems particularly convenient for an in-depth study of the biological
material carried and dispersed by inorganic substrates, since a FESEM/EDS system allows
the simultaneous detailed analysis of:
 Substrate dimensions, morphology, composition
 Bacterial type and aggregate or biofilm architecture
 Bacteria/substrate adhesion and interactions.
This multiplex collection of information appears particularly intriguing for a
comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms governing transport, protection and
survival conditions of bacteria attached to dust particles.
The exploration of the potentiality of this technique has followed the evolution of the
ChAMBRe characterization plan in this preliminary phase of activity, consisting in the
development of reliable protocols for the generation, sampling, injection and extraction of
bacteria. Till now the experiments were devoted to measuring the reproducibility of the
whole process with a clean atmosphere inside the chamber, using aqueous suspensions of
two model bacterial strains belonging to the Gram positive (Bacillus subtilis) and Gram
negative (Escherichia coli) groups and producing, through BLAM, aerosols containing only
bacteria. Any subsequent experiment to study the correlation between bacterial viability
and atmospheric composition/conditions in ChAMBRe will rely on these well-established
and tested protocols.
With regard to the employment of FESEM techniques at this stage of activities, bacteria
from the original liquid suspensions (culture broth or physiological solution) were
deposited on polycarbonate filters (Isopore membrane track-etched filters, pore size 0.05
µm) having a smooth surface, ideal to study by FESEM the morphology of biological
particles and their tendency to aggregation (Capannelli et al., 2011). For sample preparation
the simple protocol adopted is the following. Bacterial suspensions (1 mL) were dehydrated
and diluted progressively in a graded series of ethanol bathes (30, 50, 70 and 90 %). This
protocol was established by simplifying the standard method named “air drying” (Janecek
& Kral 2016), as it was ascertained that the structures of the cells were preserved without
requiring the fixation step. Other final treatments (e.g. with tetramethylsilane) were also
suppressed as the study of cell ultrastructures goes beyond our purposes at this stage of the
work. Compared with the original suspensions the final dilution is 1:1000, in order to reach
on the filter an optimal surface density, able to maintain the cells well separated. Following
this step the diluted liquid samples were passed through the aforementioned polycarbonate
filter positioned inside a dedicated filter cartridge. For each sample, 150 μL were loaded
with a micropipette onto the upper surface of the filter in the cartridge, then a syringe was
attached to the top part of the cartridge in order to filter the sample by pushing gently the
plunger. Then the filter was removed and allowed to dry for 3 hours. Dry filters were cut,
mounted on aluminum stubs and sputter coated with carbon before FESEM observation.
The selected conditions were: voltage 10 kV, signal in-lens, magnifications ranging from
2000 to 200000. This identical procedure can obviously be applied to the liquid coming
from an impinger devoted to collect the bio-aerosol from the interior of the chamber.
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3. Results
Some representative FESEM micrographs of the bacteria contained in the liquid
suspensions before injection in ChAMBRe are reported in Figures 2 and 3. It can be clearly
observed that the cells of Bacillus subtilis tend to aggregate while the cells of Escherichia
coli are mainly present as single individuals. This fact obviously will condition the
residence and exposure time inside the chamber.

Fig. 2. FESEM micrographs of Bacillus subtilis extracted from the culture broth. Signal in-lens

Fig. 3. FESEM micrographs of Escherichia coli extracted from the culture broth. Signal in-lens

Figure 4 shows as an example two different fields at 2000, the magnification selected
for counting, pertaining to Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli respectively. The images
were acquired at high definition, so that the photograph can be enlarged if necessary (e.g. in
case of doubtful spots).
The relationship between the counted particles and their concentration C in the liquid
sample is the following
n A
C
1000
Af  n f  V
where A is the filter area, V is the volume of filtered liquid, Af is the area of a single field,
nf is the number of the examined fields, n is the total number of counted particles. The
factor 1000 accounts for the dilution carried out on the original suspensions.
Performing a manual counting of 100 fields for each sample, repeating the procedure for
five different pieces of filter and averaging the results, an excellent agreement was obtained
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with the concentrations estimated from the turbidity of the culture broth by means of a
spectrophotometer V-530 UV-vis (Jasco International Co. Ltd, Hachioji, Japan), about 107
CFU/mL for Bacillus subtilis suspensions and 106 CFU/mL for Escherichia coli
suspensions (CFU = Colony Forming Units).

Fig. 4. FESEM micrographs of Bacillus subtilis (left) and of Escherichia coli (right) extracted
from the culture broth at 2000. Signal in-lens

Student's test was used to compare the two means obtained from the two different
methods on four different samples. texp<tcritical for a significance level of 0.05, therefore the
two methods provide statistically equivalent mean values of the suspension concentration.
These first results show that bacteria are clearly detectable and countable, in manual or
semi-automated mode (e.g. by a software such as ImageJ), through FESEM-based methods
with a minimal sample preparation.
The next step of the work will be to adapt the current protocol to the observation of
bacteria on inorganic particles collected from real or artificially laboratory-generated dusts,
to reach finally the desired objective, namely the analysis of bio-aerosol evolution under
different atmospheric conditions.
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